MetroHealth Neonatology Fellow Alumni: Where are they now?

Class of 2017
Vaibhav Goyal, MD: Neonatologist, Christiana Care Health System, Newark, DE
Vikas Chowdhary, MD: Neonatologist, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences
Neelakanta Kanike, MD: Neonatologist, Children's Hospital of Michigan, Detroit
Ahmed Faeger Osman, MD: Neonatologist, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, Ohio

Class of 2016
Joleen Dako, MD: Pediatrix Medical Group, Atlanta, Georgia
Rajesh Pandey, MD: Neonatologist, University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston (UTHealth)
Carol Castelino, MD

Class of 2015
Jamie Kistler, MD: Neonatologist, St. Elizabeth’s, Youngstown, Ohio.
Sumesh Parat, MD: Neonatologist, Texas Tech Univ. Health Sciences, Amarillo, Texas

Class of 2014
Michelle Elias Ruiz: Neonatologist, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio.
Narayan Iyer (Prabhu): Neonatologist, University of Southern California, Keck School of Medicine.
Roula Merheb: Attending Neonatologist, Beirut, Lebanon.
Renjith Kalikkot Thekkeveedu: Transferred to Baylor-Houston-Texas as II year fellow, now Neonatologist at the University of Mississippi Medical Center.

Class of 2013
Dissajee Lumbiganon: Neonatologist, Thailand.
Anirudha Das: Neonatologist, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mohammed ‘Ashraf’ Puthiyachirakkal: Neonatologist, Middle East.
Puneet Arora: Completing ABP Eligibility requirement at Brookdale Hospital, NY.

Class of 2012
Nitin Walyat: Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, LSU Health, Shreveport, LA
Sreekanth Viswanathan: Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
Wambui Waruingi: Staff Neonatology, Neonatology and Pulmonary Biology, Cincinnati Children’s.
Chitra Arumugam: Assistant Professor, University of Louisville, Kentucky

Class of 2011
Ish Gulati: Neonatologist, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Ohio State University, Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
Nandeesh Rangaswamy: Neonatologist, UT SouthWestern Medical Center

Class of 2010
Ajith Mathew: Neonatologist, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio
Adli Abdelrahim: (Board Certified in Ireland).
Wasim Khasawneh: Neonatologist, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio
Class of 2009
Divya Rana: Neonatologist, UT Medical Group Inc., Memphis Regional Medical Center, Memphis, Tennessee
Jennifer Manning: Neonatologist, Akron Children's at St. Elizabeth, Youngstown, Ohio
Timur Azhibekov: Assistant Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, University of Southern California.

Class of 2008
Dhananjay Deoskar: Neonatologist, Innovis Health, Fargo, North Dakota
Marina Perez: Neonatologist, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio
Samer Yousfi: Pediatric and Neonatal Critical Care, British Columbia, Surrey, Canada

Class of 2007
Naeem Chaudhry: Neonatologist, Duluth Children's, Minnesota
Raj Jadhav: Neonatologist, Methodist Hospital, Henderson, Kentucky

Class of 2006
Biju Thomas: Assistant Professor, CWRU, MH Medical Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Vishal Pandey: Clinical Instructor, University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas

Class of 2005
Sunny Arikat: Clinical Assistant Professor, University of Iowa
Mark Kadrofske: Assistant Professor, Michigan State University

Class of 2004
Chantal Cripe-Mamie: Neonatal Intensive Care, Geneva Switzerland
Mohammed El-Khwad: Neonatology, Akron Children’s Hospital, Akron

Class of 2003
Ehab Ahmed: Assistant Professor, Nationwide Children's Hospital, Columbus, Ohio
Zahi Zeiden: Clinical Assistant Professor, University of Iowa

Class of 2002
Mohammed Tamim: Neonatologist, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Sigal Peter-Wohl: University North Carolina Hospital, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Class of 2001
Srisatish Devapatla: Cayuga Medical Center, Ithaca, New York
Hassan Alesseh: Lost contact

Class of 2000
Pradeep Alur: Neonatologist, York, Pennsylvania

Class of 1999
Sayed Nazar: Children’s Hospital, Winnipeg, University of Manitoba, Canada
Deepak Kumar: Associate Professor of Pediatrics and Neonatologist, CWRU, Cleveland
Chandra Mohan: Lost contact
Shobana Rajamani: Neonatologist, Oak Brook, IL

Class of 1998
Angelina Pera: Neonatologist, Pediatrix Medical Group, Orlando, Florida

Class of 1997
Hany Aziz: Neonatologist, CCF Health System

Class of 1996
Christoph Clausen: Neonatologist, Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico
Manuel Campo: Neonatologist, Mercy Hospital, Miami, Florida

Class of 1995
Parimi, Prabhu: Chief of Neonatology, Professor, University of Kansas

Class of 1994
Leonel Hernandez: Neonatologist, Coral Gables, Florida
Gisela Diaz: Neonatologist, Mercy Hospital, Miami, Florida

Class of 1992
Teresa Murguia (Sierra): Neonatologist, Mexico City
Robin Benis: Visiting Physicians Association, Cleveland, Ohio

Class of 1991
Elizabeth Leistikow: Deceased

Class of 1990
Mayra Zeno: Critical Care Newborn Services, Coral Gables, Florida
Janet Go Wingkun: Neonatologist, West Palm Beach, Florida
Nabil Hassan: Pediatric and Neonatal Intensivist, Helen DeVos Children’s Hospital, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Class of 1989
Terry Baird: Neonatologist, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio
Leon Tejidor: Critical Care Newborn Services, Miami, Florida
Susan Aucott: Assistant Professor and Neonatologist, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland

Class of 1988
Carmen Hansford: Pediatrics, Elyria Family Health Center, Ohio
Rhonda Gretebeck: Neonatology Associates, Sacred Heart Medical Center, Spokane, Washington
Deepak Patel: Neonatologist, St. John Providence Health System, Warren, Michigan
Class of 1987
Gilles Levesque: Kirkland, Quebec, Canada
Elena Rossi: Associate Chair, Department of Pediatrics Mahoning Valley, Akron Children’s Hospital Mahoning Valley, Boardman, Ohio
Chantal Dothey: Assistant Professor and Neonatologist, CWRU MH Medical Center, Cleveland, Ohio

Class of 1986
Billy Thomas: Professor, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, Arkansas
Scott Denne: Professor, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis

Class of 1983
Satish Kalhan: Pathobiology, CCF Health System, Cleveland, Ohio
Anita Oliven: Israel
Nadya Kazzi: Associate Professor, Children’s Hospital of Michigan, Detroit

Class of 1982
Carol Gilfillan: Lost contact